
T
HE BUSH ADMINISTRATION
and Congress have engaged in an
assault on tax shelters in the past
few months that is having, and

will likely continue to have, a significant
impact on tax attorneys and accountants, as
well as their high net-worth and corporate
clients. In the words of IRS Commissioner
Mark Everson, “[T]he IRS will enforce the
law across all sectors, but with particular
vigor in the corporate arena and for high-
income individuals who enter into abusive
shelters to game the system.”1 Commissioner
Everson has also expressed “concern about
the erosion of professional standards among
some attorneys and accountants.”2

IRS, Treasury Efforts

On Dec. 29, the Internal Revenue Service
and the United States Treasury Department
announced proposed amendments to
Circular 230,3 the regulations governing
practice before the IRS. The main thrust of
the proposed changes is to limit the use of
boilerplate opinion letters that vouch for tax
shelters as a defense against IRS penalties. To
that end, the proposed regulations would
require attorneys preparing tax opinion 
letters that assert that a particular tax 
strategy is “more likely than not” to survive
an IRS audit to do the following: (1) 
identify and consider all relevant facts and

not rely on any unreasonable factual or legal
assumptions or representations; (2) relate the
applicable law to the relevant facts; (3) 
consider and reach a conclusion as to all
“material federal tax issues”; and (4) provide
an “overall conclusion” as to the federal tax
treatment of the tax shelter item.4

The proposed regulations also set forth
“best practices” to be observed by all tax
advisers and require professional services
firms to have adequate oversight procedures
in place to ensure that every member of the
firm’s staff follows those “best practices.”5

The “best practices” provision obligates an
attorney to inform a client explicitly about
what protections, if any, an opinion letter
provides to them. Thus, attorneys would
have to advise clients about issues that the
opinion does not address and warn clients 
if the opinion will not protect them 
against penalties.6

The oversight procedures may have the
most immediate impact on law firms. This
proposed regulation requires the “practition-
er who has … principal authority and
responsibility for overseeing a firm’s practice
of providing advice concerning Federal tax
issues [to] take reasonable steps to ensure
that the firm has adequate procedures in
effect for all members, associates, and
employees for purposes of complying with”

the opinion letter requirements set forth
above, or to be subject to discipline.7 Thus, a
partner heading a tax practice group could
face disciplinary action because another 
partner or associate working in his or her
group committed an infraction.8

Also on Dec. 29, the IRS announced 
the appointment of Cono Namorato, an
experienced criminal tax attorney, as the
director of the newly beefed-up Office of
Professional Responsibility, which is charged
with investigating allegations of misconduct
or negligence against tax practitioners and
enforcing the standards of practice for those
who represent taxpayers before the IRS.9 IRS
Commissioner Mark Everson has doubled
the staff of the Office of Professional
Responsibility which, he has acknowledged,
has historically focused on small-time 
abuses.10 Commissioner Everson has also
announced plans to reshuffle the IRS 
workforce so that he can add 2,200 
employees to the tax enforcement divisions,
including criminal investigators, revenue
agents and revenue officers.11

In a separate but related move, the IRS
recently announced that it has begun sharing
leads on tax shelter cases with tax agencies in
45 states, the District of Columbia and New
York City. This coordinated effort is the first
step in transferring information since a new
IRS-states partnership was formed in
September 2003.12

These IRS and Treasury initiatives are in
keeping with the Bush administration’s
broader efforts to crack down on abusive tax
shelters and lax professional standards, a plan
that Commissioner Everson has set forth on
several occasions during the past year, start-
ing with his nomination hearings.13 The
Treasury Department also recently issued 
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a lengthy press release describing the 
administration’s initiatives, boasting that the
Bush administration “has taken aggressive
action to address the abusive tax shelter
problem, more so than in any period in
recent memory.”14 The Bush administration
is backing up its word with money (its 2005
budget proposal allocates $300 million to the
Treasury Department to fund investigations,
seek criminal prosecution of tax fraud 
cases and support IRS efforts to expand
enforcement resources to target promoters
and users of abusive tax shelter products).15

Congress’ Efforts

Members of Congress have been trying to
pass tax shelter legislation for several years,
and several senators have taken up the cause
with renewed vigor during the past few
months. On Oct. 21, 2003, the Senate
Finance Committee held hearings entitled,
“Tax Shelters: Who’s Buying, Who’s Selling,
and What’s the Government Doing About
It?”, which included testimony about tax
shelter abuse in the leasing and other 
industries.16 One month later, the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
held a two-day hearing on the role 
of accountants, attorneys and financial 
professionals in tax shelters, with a large part
of their focus on the actions of various 
tax professionals.17

On Nov. 24, Senators Max Baucus, 
D-Mont., and Charles Grassley, R.-Iowa, of
the Senate Finance Committee introduced a
bill aimed at curbing tax shelter abuse that
broadens the IRS’ ability to enjoin tax 
shelter promoters and allows the IRS to
impose monetary penalties, in addition to
suspension or disbarment, on disreputable
tax advisors or their firms.18 A bill containing
the same language has been introduced in
the House.19

The Courts

Several significant tax shelter cases —
criminal and civil — are percolating in the
courts and receiving media attention as well.
Over a year before the Senate hearings last
fall, the IRS began issuing summonses to
accounting, investment and law firms,
demanding tax shelter-related documents. To

date, the IRS has launched more than 100
examinations of tax shelter promoters.
Several firms have settled with the IRS, but
the investigation continues. 

Clients have filed lawsuits as well, against
accounting firms and banks it worked with in
promoting the shelters, including Wachovia
and Deutsche Bank.20 The banks carried out
trading and lending for the tax shelters set up
and sold by accounting and law firms — on
this basis, they too could be held to be pro-
moters of tax shelters and subject to penalties
or disciplinary actions by regulators.21

Law firms have not escaped IRS scrutiny
or client lawsuits. The IRS last year received
court permission for the first time to issue
special “John Doe” summonses to law firms.
John Doe summonses were served on Sidley
Austin Brown & Wood in October and 
on Dallas-based Jenkens & Gilchrist in 
June, asking the firms to identify clients who
may have participated in potentially illegal
tax shelters. With a John Doe summons, 
if clients’ names are not turned over within
six months, the three-year statute of 
limitations on audits is tolled until they 
are. For the law firms, the John Doe 
summonses raise significant attorney-client
privilege issues.22
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